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Group3
Group3, implementing the SUNYConnect library management system, is comprised of
Canton, Delhi, Jefferson, Oneonta, Orange, Potsdam, Purchase, Rockland, Stony Brook
HSC, Sullivan, and Ulster. Library and other staff members at these campuses are
extensively involved in implementing their new LMS. This includes evaluating test
(ALEPH) databases, significant training efforts, and modifying/ fine-tuning ALEPH
configuration files.

Stony Brook HSC was scheduled to migrate from their SIRSI system to the
SUNYConnect LMS on January 21, 2003; their "switch to production" has been delayed
until March. Sullivan is the next in line to switch over to ALEPH. Their STP date is
February 7th. The other libraries in the group will go "live" with their new ALEPH
systems in February, March and April.

Thanks to the the staffs at these institutions for their efforts in this regard.

Group4
Next to take on the process of implementing a new LMS are campuses in the western part
of the state. Group4 includes Alfred Tech., Alfred Ceramics, Alfred University, Buffalo
State College, Corning, Erie, Finger Lakes, Genesee, Geneseo, Jamestown, and Monroe.
Genesee is migrating from a DRA system; Buffalo State College is moving from a III
system to ALEPH; the rest of Group4 is currently using the Multilis system.

Included in these Multilis sites are SUNY libraries that are not participating in the Library
Automation Implementation Program--LAIP (Jamestown and Ceramics) as well as a non-
SUNY institution (Alfred University). These libraries have, nonetheless, requested that
data extraction and other services be provided by OLIS. Additional fees will be assessed
to these libraries for data extraction services. It has also been determined that AU will
participate in the SUNYConnect union catalog and SUNYConnect-based universal
borrowing. These and other SUNYConnect policies are established by the SUNYConnect
Advisory Council (S.A.C.).

A series of staggered implementation schedules for Group4 campuses will occur
primarily during the second half of 2003.

Albany & Buffalo
Leaders at the Albany and Buffalo university centers met with SUNY OLIS and Ex Libris
to discuss their upcoming ALEPH implementations. Initial schedules have been
established.

Anticipated implementation timeframes begin in the latter part of 2003 and run for
approximately fifteen months. Each of these library systems will be "standalone," housed
on computer hardware at the respective university center.

SUNYConnect LMS Server Sites
The S.A.C. has decided that SUNYConnect will utilize the SUNYConnect LMS
computers at Oswego and ITEC for subsequent ALEPH installations and
implementations. These two shared servers are in addition to standalone installations that
are in place or planned for the four university centers. No other SUNYConnect LMS
servers are planned at this point.

http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/default.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/default17.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/17joethorn.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/17sccollaboration.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/17updates.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/17jenkins.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/17letcontact.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/17links.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/17gallery.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/committees.htm
http://olis.sysadm.suny.edu/sunyergy/16gallery.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/SAC/sac.htm


Upgrading ALEPH
"Rep changes," "patches," "hot fixes" are some of the terms/lingo dealing with ALEPH
software upgrades. The Group2 libraries, for instance, have been involved in upgrading
from ALEPH 14.2 (patch 2) to 14.2 (patch 4). Natalie Sturr (Oswego/OLIS) has been
taking a leadership role in this process. This includes conducting hands-on workshops to
assist the Group2 libraries in completing the upgrade.

Thanks also to technical staffs at Oswego and ITEC for their efforts in regard to
upgrading SUNYConnect library management systems.

SUNYConnect Electronic Resources
SUNYConnect has a number of announcements/updates regarding databases/electronic
resources:

Addition (as of January 2003) -- Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center;
Renewals (through June 2004) -- Literature Resource Center, InfoTrac OneFile,
Investext Plus, Ingenta;
Cancellation (as of January 2003) -- Associations Unlimited.

S.A.C. has concluded that there will be no change to the database fee portion of
SUNYConnect financial plan at this time. Fiscal year 2003/2004 campus contributions are
$2.00/FTE for four year schools; $1.00/FTE for two year schools.

SFX
As of December 2002, twenty-six SUNY libraries had received SFX training. A growing
number of sites are up and running with the software. Updates to the SFX database are
ongoing. Fifteen SUNY campuses are scheduled to receive SFX training in February and
March.  It is expected that as many as fifty-five SUNY libraries will have installed and
implemented SFX systems by the end of 2003.
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